Abstract. We propose the use of eye-movements as a biometric. A case study investigating potentials of eye-movement data for biometric purposes was conducted. Twelve participants' eye-movements were measured during still and moving objects viewing. The measured data includes pupil sizes and their dynamics, gaze velocities and distances of infrared reflections of the eyes. For still object viewing of 1 second duration, identification rate of 60 % can be obtained by using dynamics of pupil diameters. We suggest an integration of the eyemovement-based identification into general video-based biometric systems.
Introduction
Biometric person authentication [ 1] refers to identifying or verifying persons' identity based on their physical and/or behavioral (learned) characteristics. Examples of physical biometrics are fingerprints and facial images, and examples of behavioral biometrics include voice and signature. There are numerous applications of biometrics, including forensics, access control to physical facilities, border control, identity verification in e-commerce, and personalizing user profiles in a mobile device.
A perfect biometric should be unique, universal, and permanent over time, easy to measure, cheap in costs, and have high user acceptance. No single biometric fulfills all these requirements simultaneously. For instance, fingerprints and retina are known to be highly unique, but they require dedicated sensors and are not user friendly. On the other hand, voice and facial geometry are not as unique, but they require only a cheap microphone or a camera as a sensor, and they are unobtrusive. Numerous studies have demonstrated that the combination of several complementary biometrics can provide higher recognition accuracy than any individual biometric alone [ 2, 8] .
Biometric authentication tasks can be subdivided into identification and verification tasks. In the identification task, an unknown biometric sample is compared to whole database of known individuals, and the best matching template is selected (1:N matching). On the other hand, the verification task, or 1:1 matching, consists of verifying whether the provider of the biometric sample (claimant) is the one who (s)he claims to be. In both cases, a "no decision" option is also possible. Verification systems are well-suited for applications having high security requirements, but poorly suited for cases when user friendliness has higher priority. In verification, the user is required to give the identity claim as well as a biometric sample. In identification, the authentication process can be ubiquitous and the user does not to even know that he is being authenticated.
Person's eyes provide several useful biometric features both for the high security and user convenient applications. First, iris and retinal patterns are known to be among the most accurate biometrics. Second, eyes are often used as anchor points in geometrical approaches for face detection [ 10] , and the geometric differences (e.g. distance between eyes) can be utilized directly as features in face recognition [ 3] .
In this paper, we propose to use eye movements as an additional biometric that can be integrated with other biometrics. To our knowledge, eye-tracking systems have not been considered as a possible solution for a biometric system. The main goal of the present paper is therefore to investigate the potential of eye-tracking as a biometric, as we had no preconceived hypothesis about whether and how the features of eyemovement signal are discriminative or not. This paper reports on a case study conducted by using Tobii ET-1750 eye-tracker in laboratory conditions. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the current technology for the eye-movement tracking, and discuss its usefulness for biometric application. In Section 3, we consider different alternatives for potential features extracted by the eye-tracker, and describe the feature extraction and classification methods chosen. Experiments are carried out in Section 4, and results reported in Section 5. Discussion is in Section 6, and conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Eye-Movement Tracking
Humans move their eyes in order to bring an image of inspected object onto fovea, a small and high-resolution area of the retina. Once the image of the object is stabilized on the retina, the information can be extracted. Eye-tracker is a device that records these movements. Most of the current eye-trackers use infrared light emitters and video image analysis of the pupil center and reflections from cornea to estimate the direction of gaze, see Figure 1 . The infrared reflections are seen as the points with high intensity inside subject's pupil. The accuracy of current commercially available eye trackers ranges around 1 degree, while the data is sampled at rates of 50-500Hz. Modern eye-trackers are relatively cheap and able to reliably and unobtrusively collect the gaze data. The usability of eye-tracking is high in controlled laboratory conditions. Their application in reallife situations, however, is still limited due to the need for calibration of each of the users before the recording. An example of such system is shown in Figure 2 .
Fig. 2. Eye-tracker used in the experiments
Previous research has established a solid evidence about the relation between eye movements, visual attention and underlying cognitive processes [ 6, 7] . Knowing which objects have been visually inspected and in which order and context, one can attempt to infer what cognitive processes were involved to perform a task related to these objects. However, to our knowledge, no attempts were made in order to distinguish individuals based on the properties of eye-movements seen as time-signals.
Eye is never perfectly still. Similarly, pupil diameter is never constant, but oscillates around certain value. This fact is used by the iris biometric systems to enforce the measurement of true authentic eyes. It could be hypothesized, that the mass of the eye-ball, the muscles responsible for movements of the eyes, and the muscles controlling the dilatation of the pupil are anatomically individual. In other words, such a complex system can exhibit high degree of uniqueness. Although the eye-tracker does not provide the direct measures of the muscular systems, the overt movements of eyes and especially the involuntary movements could be thought to reflect the underlying anatomical organization.
Current eye-trackers satisfy most of the desired features for an unobtrusive biometric. In the present eye-tracking systems, the detection of the position of eyes is based on video-imaging, the same technology used in face recognition. Therefore, there is a possibility to join such biometric systems into one, eye-movement based and facefeature based. With a high-resolution sensor the systems could be further combined with iris recognition systems.
The current eye-movement trackers are still too costly, but as the price of the technology becomes lower, wider inclusion into current computer and video-systems is expected. It will, therefore, be possible to simultaneously use all eye-movement measures in combination with other biometrics.
Person Identification Using Eye-Movements
The eye-tracker employed in the present study provides several measurements for both eyes. First, the eye-tracker outputs normalized coordinates within the camera's view, as well as estimated gaze-direction measurements. The latter ones are computed through an interpolation between calibration points, whereas the former ones are the coordinates of the infrared light reflections on the cornea of an eye. The device provides also pupil diameters and the distance of the subject from the monitor.
We consider the following features as the candidates for a biometric cue: 3 . Examples of (top to bottom) left pupil diameters, delta pupil diameters, velocity of the left eye and distance between the reflections, for subjects 3 (left) and 9 (right) in task C1
Pupil diameters are directly provided by the eye-tracker, while the distance, the velocities and the delta pupil diameters are computed from the raw measurements. Distance between the infrared reflections d(L,R) (hereafter referred to as distance) is computed as the Euclidean distance between the two coordinates (x L ,y L ) and (x R ,y R ) within eye-tracker's camera view. The velocities are calculated by estimating the first time derivative of the Euclidean distance between two consecutive points. The delta pupil diameters are computed using linear regression. Examples of eye-movement data collected in the present study are shown in Figure 3 .
Feature Extraction
We consider the time track of a single measurement as a vector x=(x 1 ,x 2 ,…,x T ) of dimensionality T. This vector is reduced to a smaller dimensional space using the following approaches:
• Fourier spectrum (FFT) [ 5] • Principal components analysis (PCA) [ 4] • FFT followed by PCA (FFT+PCA)
We utilize a fast Fourier transform for a Hamming-windowed sequence, where the purpose of windowing is to suppress the spectral artifacts arising from the finite length effects. We retain the magnitude spectrum for further processing. As an example, the magnitude spectrum applied to pupil diameter data captures slow and fast variations of the pupil size that are encoded in the lower and higher frequencies, respectively.
The Principal component analysis (PCA) is a widely used dimensionality reduction method. It maps the data onto the directions that maximize the total scatter across all classes. In this study, we apply PCA directly to the raw data as well as to its Fourier spectrum. For PCA, we retain the directions of the largest variance as measured by the leading eigenvalues.
Classification and Fusion
In this study, we limit our experiments to the identification task for simplicity. We consider the different features both individually and in combination, and apply the knearest neighbor classification using Euclidean distance. For fusion we combine the individual distances by their weighted sum. We use leave-one-out cross-validation to estimate the error rates [ 4] .
Experimental Setup
For the experiments, we collected a database of 12 volunteering participants (1 female, 11 male) recruited from research and teaching staff from the authors' department. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Three of the participants were wearing eyeglasses.
We used the remote, binocular Tobii ET-1750 eye-tracker (Fig. 2) , sampling at the rate of 50Hz. The eye-tracker is built into a 17'' TFT panel so no moving or otherwise disturbing parts can be seen or heard. In a pilot experiment, we noticed that the accuracy was degraded when participants moved their head. These caused some inaccuracies and additional reflections, for instance from eye-glasses. Therefore, we constructed a stand where the subjects rested their chin. The chin-rest was mounted approximately 80 centimeters from the screen, centered in the middle. The accuracy of the eye-tracker was greatly improved by fixing the head position.
Procedure
Experiments were conducted in a quiet usability laboratory with constant light conditions. The subjects were not informed that the data will be used for a biometric study. Instead, they were told that the data is needed for calibrating a new eye-tracker. Before a recording, a required automatic calibration procedure had to be conducted. If needed, the calibration was repeated to achieve the highest possible accuracy.
After a successful calibration, the participants were instructed to follow the instructions appearing on the screen. The test consisted of several different tasks (see Fig. 4) , including text reading (T1, T2), tracking of a moving red cross (M) for 15.9 seconds, and watching a static gray-scaled image (I). After each of these stimuli, a cross was displayed on the middle of the screen (C1, C2, C3, C4) for 1 second. Competitions of the reading tasks were signaled by participants pressing a key, the time to view the static image was not restricted. Completion of the whole task took less than 5 minutes per participant.
Data Preprocessing
To preprocess the data, erroneous measurements were first removed. These consisted mostly from blinking, and in few cases from unintentional head-movements. After a preliminary experimentation, we realized that the gaze measurements were much noisier than the raw camera data, so we decided to keep only the camera-based measurements. An explanation of this might lie in inaccuracies created during the calibration procedures. 
Results
We restricted our experiments to the static crosses tasks (C1-C4) for two reasons. First, as we were interested in studying the inter-person variations, we should factor out the possible influence of the task. Second, this task contained approximately the same amount of data per person, which made the data compatible. For the leave-oneout cross-validation procedure, one of the four tasks was classified at a time using a 3-nearest neighbor classifier; the rest three samples were acting as the representatives for the class. Table 1 reports the number of data vectors recorded for each of the participants during all of the tasks in this experiment. 
Individual Features
As we were interested to investigate whether there were any individual differences in eye-movement dynamics, we had to remove the static properties from the signal. Thus, for a comparison, we created a static user template by taking the time averages for each subject. As long-term statistics, these were expected to carry the information about the physiological properties of the subject's eyes. Figure 5 shows the timeaveraged features with their 95 % confidence intervals.
The dynamic user templates were formed by considering the time signal as a feature vector as explained in Section 3.1. The identification rates for both the static and dynamic cases are reported in Table 2 . For the dynamic features, we studied both the original and mean-removed signals. By removing the long-term mean, we expected the features to discriminate mainly based on their dynamics. 
Fusion of the Features
By combining complementary features, we expected to improve the accuracy further.
After preliminary experiments, we decided to select the combinations as shown in Table 3 . The fusion weights were set with an error-and-trial procedure by taking into account the individual performances. 
Discussion
From the static features, the distance between the eyes shows high discrimination (90%) as expected. The distance can be accurately measured by an eye-tracker and used as a feature for biometric. However, similar measurement could be also obtained from a picture taken by a regular camera as well, as it does not include any dynamics of the eye-movement. Static features and the original data (without mean removal) perform better compared to the eye dynamics. Nevertheless, the mean-removed features are above the chance level (8.35 %) in most of the cases. From the dynamic features, the delta pupil shows the best performance of 50-60 % and the velocity of the eyes 6-15 %. A possible explanation can be that the stimuli were static and displayed only for 1 second. Considering the feature extraction, FFT and PCA performed equally well and their combination did not improve accuracy further.
Considering the fusion of the features, no further improvement was achieved. The distance provided already an accuracy of 90 %, and dominated the results. The identification rate of the fusion for the dynamic features was around 40-50%. Given that the number of subjects was low, no statistically significant weight selection could be done.
Conclusions
This paper presents a first step towards using eye-movements as a biometric. We have conducted a case study for investigating the potential of the eye-tracking signal. The distance between eyes turned out to be the most discriminative and stable measurement, yielding identification rate of 90 % for twelve subjects. However, this feature could be measured without an eye-tracking device, and it does not truly reflect the behavioral properties of the eyes. The best dynamic feature was the delta pupil size (60 %), which corresponds to the variation of the pupil size in time. Interestingly, the pupil size itself provides rather weaker discrimination (40 %). Combination of different features gave only marginal improve in accuracy of identification.
In summary, the results indicate that there is discriminatory information in the eyemovements. Considering that both the training and test signals had the duration of 1 second only, the recognition accuracy of 40-90 % can be considered high, especially taking into account the low sampling rate (50 Hz). We expect improvements of the proposed system by having longer training and/or testing data, as well as a higher sampling rate.
As the eye-tracking systems are expected to become more widely available, we expect that they can be integrated into general video-based systems. In our future studies, we intend to create a larger database of recordings and tasks, and to study the inter-session variability of eye-movements as biometric features, i.e. the stability of the features over time. Other important future considerations are the dependence of the recognition accuracy on the task and the proper weight selection for fusion. Ultimately, we should have a feature that is consistent over different tasks.
